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On these days we wrote a 4-line verse poem, with some words the teacher provided for us,
as well as sharing a situation we surpassed, I wrote about my father's cancer, and how we
as a family surpassed it. I liked the poem I created, I think it was very powerful and
meaningful. Today Alanis Avilés, Fabian Torres & Julian Pagán presented their
presentations on the poets they chose. I know Alanis pointed it out but I thought it was
quite cool how were both named Alanis and we both made our poet's presentations on
poets with the same names! (Elizabeth Bishop was hers, and Elizabeth Browning is mine)

April 15 & 17



On these days we kept presenting our poet's
presentations, quite a few people presented such as

Dariel Cortés, Angel Morera, Mia Vargas, Andrea
Medina, Adrian Vicente, Luciano Erazo, Victoria
Reyes, Johanelys Molina, Diego Ortega, Adriana

Morales, and on the 23rd I presented mine, which
was with Elizabeth Barret Browning. They all had very
interesting presentations, and very pretty visuals, yet

the one who most caught my attention I think was
Andrea because of the content, her poet was Sylvia
Plath, she had quite a sad life yet I think her poems

can resonate quite a lot with the problems that
today's youth confront. I also am very proud of my

presentation and I especially love the poem I
decided to recite, its beautiful.

April 19 & 23



April 25 & 29
In the few remaining minutes of the last class, we had
discussed at least 3 things we were doing, I wasn't too
sure what to pick but definitely after knowing it was to
create a “How-to...” video, I knew I wanted to do a trick
training video tutorial with my dog. So on these days, we

started working on an outline for our Demostrative Speech
presentations. I love this assignment since it allows us to
be creative and have a lot of freedom in how we can do

these presentations.

Demostrative Speech Outline

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PlmDCViCGo43y_8NIyyR1ts55ndTXEIvyBCywMgKkyg/edit?usp=sharing


May 1 & 3
On these days we started working on the “English Closing

Summary” assignment, as well as some classmates presented
their demonstrative Speech presentations as well, and so did

I. I loved my presentation it was very fun to make, the only
thing not so fun was staying up till 4 A.M. editing my video +
helping Victoria Reyes do and edit hers. I also really liked
Andreas How-to video that she made it looked very tasty!

Link to my Demostative
Speech Assignment Video

https://youtu.be/oG91g-kwwRQ?si=DubiJpCdQ8Yns8ta
https://youtu.be/oG91g-kwwRQ?si=DubiJpCdQ8Yns8ta


These class days have made me feel a bit sad since the
classes are ending soon and English is one of my favorite
periods. I loved how creative we were these days and how
we all got to present and show how to do something we
enjoy. It was also very interesting learning about all those
poets and hearing a few of their poems. I'm definitely sad
the school year is ending yet happy it happened since I got
to have such an amazing teacher like Molina as well as
some amazing classmates, definitely going to miss this.

Conclusion



Thank
you!

By Alanis Zayas


